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SUMMARY

The first phase of the seismically excited base-isolated benchmark building was received well by the
structural control community, culminating in the March 2006 journal special issue. The special issue
contained contributions from over dozen participants world-wide. While the focus of the Phase I effort was
on linear isolation systems, Phase II attempts to galvanize research efforts on control of base-isolated
buildings with nonlinear isolation systems. Primarily, friction and hysteretic lead–rubber-bearing (LRB)
isolation systems are included in this effort. The superstructure and the control framework remains the
same as the Phase I benchmark. The main difference will be in the nonlinear isolation systems used, and
consequently the controllers necessary to control such systems. The primary objective of this paper is to
present the Phase II benchmark problem definition along with a sample controller for friction isolation
system. A sample controller for the LRB isolation system was presented earlier as a part of the Phase I
special issue. Included in this paper is a broad set of carefully chosen performance measures, which remain
the same as Phase I, so that the participants may evaluate their respective control designs. The control
algorithms may be passive, active or semiactive. The benchmark structure considered in the Phase II study
is an eight-story base-isolated building that is identical to the one considered for the Phase I study. The
base isolation system consists of a combination of linear, nonlinear bearings and control devices. The
superstructure is considered to be a linear elastic system with lateral–torsional behavior. The nonlinearities
due to the isolators and control devices are limited to the isolation level only. A nonlinear dynamic analysis
program and sample controllers are made available to the participants to facilitate direct comparison of
results of different control algorithms. Copyright r 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, well-defined analytical benchmark problems [1–7] have been developed for studying
response control strategies for building and bridge structures subjected to seismic and wind
excitation, by broad consensus effort of the American Society of Civil Enigneers (ASCE)
structural control committee. The goal of this effort was to develop benchmark models to
provide systematic and standardized means by which competing control strategies, including
devices, algorithms, sensors, etc., can be evaluated. Carefully defined analytical benchmark
problems are an excellent alternative to expensive experimental benchmark test structures.
Owing to the effectiveness of the fixed-base building benchmark effort [4,5,7], the ASCE
structural control committee voted to develop a new smart base-isolated benchmark problem.
Owing to the complexity and the wide range of isolation systems proposed for the smart base-
isolated benchmark, two phases for the study were proposed. The focus of Phase I was on linear
isolation systems [3,8,9], which was received well by the structural control community
culminating in the recent special issue that appeared in the Journal of Structural Control and
Health Monitoring [3,8,9]. In Phase II of the benchmark study, an identical benchmark
superstructure is considered with nonlinear isolation systems. The nonlinear isolation system
consists of a combination of linear and hysteretic (friction and lead–rubber) bearings along with
nonlinear control devices. The superstructure is linear with lateral–torsional behavior and the
nonlinearities arising from the nonlinear bearing and device characteristics are limited to the
isolation level only.

Base isolation systems such as sliding and elastomeric-bearing systems reduce the
superstructure response, but with increased base displacements in near-fault earthquake
ground motions [10,11]. Current practice is to provide nonlinear passive dampers to limit the
bearing displacements; however, this increases the forces in the superstructure and at the
isolation level. In order to mitigate this problem, control devices such as active and semiactive
devices are placed at the isolation level [10–21]. For linear isolation systems, concepts of
controller synthesis are well understood [12,22,23]. Various control methods utilizing concepts
of linear optimal control theory have been proposed and verified by researchers. This is in part
reflected by an overwhelming participation for the Phase I benchmark study dedicated to the
study of linear isolation systems. On the other hand, control of nonlinear base-isolated systems
presents significant challenges. For example, widely utilized concepts of optimal control are not
applicable to control nonlinear systems. Researchers have proposed several techniques utilizing
linearization, nonlinear control, adaptive control and neural networks to achieve this objective.
In spite of this, there are several issues to be addressed with regard to nonlinear systems, and
presents a challenging problem. For example, state estimation, techniques for which are well
understood for linear systems, poses several difficulties for nonlinear systems. Coupled with
system uncertainty, we have a system that poses considerable theoretical difficulties and
practical implementation issues. The goal of achieving a single or a set of effective nonlinear
controllers that address many of the practical challenges, similar to those of linear systems, still
remains elusive for such systems. Nevertheless, results from several recent studies, e.g. [16,18],
are indicative of the research potential that exists in developing new strategies. In light of this,
the main focus of the Phase II benchmark effort is to galvanize the efforts of the structural
control community toward addressing this challenging problem of nonlinear control of base-
isolated buildings. It is anticipated that the contributions from various participants would
further the current understanding in the control of nonlinear base-isolated systems.
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There are two isolation systems considered in this study as shown in Figure 1: the friction
pendulum system and the lead–rubber-bearing (LRB) system. Both the isolation systems exhibit
nonlinear hysteretic behavior. The control devices can be placed only at the isolation level. The
objective of this study is to invite participants to propose novel and effective control designs that
result in reduced base displacements, superstructure responses and isolation level forces for the
structure. A set of evaluation criteria have been presented for the sake of comparison of various
control strategies. In addition, sample controllers have been provided for the semiactive control
of nonlinear friction isolation system using magnetorheological (MR) dampers [24]. The sample
controller for hysteretic LRB isolation system has already been included in the Phase I special
issue [9]. The control devices for the sample controller presented in this study are installed at the
isolation level between the base and the foundation at eight locations (Figure 2), each location
consisting of a single orthogonal pair to control the responses in both directions. The controllers
developed herein are not intended to be competitive; they are intended to serve as a guide for
participants to design competitive controllers for the nonlinear base-isolated building
benchmark.

2. STRUCTURAL AND ISOLATION MODEL

The benchmark structure is a base-isolated eight-story, steel-braced framed building, 82.4-m
long and 54.3-m wide, identical to the one considered for the Phase I study [3]. The floor plan is
L-shaped as shown in Figure 2. The superstructure bracing is located at the building perimeter.
Metal decking and a grid of steel beams support all concrete floor slabs. The steel superstructure
is supported on a reinforced concrete base slab, which is integral with concrete beams below,
and drop panels below each column location. The isolators are connected between these drop
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Figure 1. Isolation types in Phase II: (a) friction pendulum system; (b) lead–rubber bearing;
and (c) isolation and device placement.
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panels and the footings below as shown in Figure 1(c). The superstructure is modeled as a three-
dimensional linear elastic system. The superstructure members, such as beam, column, bracing
and floor slab, are modeled in detail (Figure 2). Floor slabs and the base are assumed to be rigid
in plane. The superstructure and the base are modeled using three master degrees of freedom
(DOF) per floor at the center of mass. The combined model of the superstructure (24 DOF) and
the isolation system (3 DOF) consists of 27 DOF. All twenty-four modes in the fixed-base case
are used in modeling the superstructure. The superstructure damping ratio is assumed to be 5%
in all fixed-base modes. The computed natural periods for the first nine fixed-base modes are
0.78, 0.27 and 0.15 s in the North–South direction, 0.89, 0.28 and 0.15 s in the East–West
direction and 0.66, 0.21 and 0.12 s in torsion. The nominal isolation system consists of 61
nonlinear isolation bearings (friction pendulum or LRB) and 31 linear elastomeric bearings.

The biaxial hysteretic behavior of LRBs and frictional bearings is modeled using the biaxial
interaction equations of Bouc–Wen model [25,26] as follows:

Uy _zx
_zy

� �
¼ a

_Ux
_Uy

� �
� Zw

_Ux
_Uy

� �
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ð1Þ
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Figure 2. Actuator locations distributed in the base of the structure.
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where zx and zy are dimensionless hysteretic variables that are bounded by values 71, a, b and g
are dimensionless quantities, Ux, Uy and _Ux, _Uy represent the displacements and velocities in
the x and y directions, respectively, at the isolation bearing or device. When yielding commences
Equation (1) leads to zx ¼ cos y and zy ¼ sin y provided a=ðbþ gÞ ¼ 1 with y ¼ tan�1ð _Ux= _UyÞ

and resultant velocity _U ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
_U
2

x þ _U
2

y

q
. The biaxial interaction can be neglected when the off-

diagonal terms of the matrix in Equation (1) are replaced by zeros. This results in an uniaxial
model with two independent elements in two orthogonal directions. The forces, f, mobilized in
the elastomeric isolation bearings or devices can be modeled by a elasticviscoplastic model with
strain hardening:

fx ¼ kpUx þ cv _Ux þ ðke � kpÞUyzx ð2Þ

fy ¼ kpUy þ cv _Uy þ ðke � kpÞUyzy ð3Þ

where ke is the pre-yield stiffness, kp the post-yield stiffness, cv the viscous damping coefficient of
the elastomeric bearing or device and Uy the yield displacement.

Equation (1) can also be used to model sliding bearings with flat or spherical sliding surface,
by means of a small yield displacement Uy (because of rigid plastic behavior and large pre-yield
stiffness) setting cv ¼ 0 and ðke � kpÞUy ¼ mN:

fx ¼ kpUx þ mNzx ð4Þ

fy ¼ kpUy þ mNzy ð5Þ

where m is the coefficient of friction and N is the average normal force at the bearing (normal
force variation is neglected). In a similar manner other devices such as nonlinear fluid dampers
can also be modeled using Equation (1).

3. THREE-DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Base-isolated buildings are designed such that the superstructure remains elastic. Hence, in
this study the superstructure is modeled by a condensed linear elastic system. In addition,
the equations of motion are developed in such a way that the fixed-base properties are
used for modeling the linear superstructure. The base and the floors are assumed to be infinitely
rigid in plane. The superstructure and the base are modeled using three master DOF per floor
at the center of mass. Each nonlinear isolation bearing or device is modeled explicitly
using discrete biaxial Bouc–Wen model, and the forces in the bearings or devices
are transformed to the center of mass of the base using a rigid base slab assumption. All the
linear isolation bearings or devices can be modeled individually or globally by equivalent
lumped elements at the center of mass of the base. The equations of motion (Figure 3) for the
elastic superstructure are expressed in the following form:

Mn�n €Un�1 þ Cn�n _Un�1 þ Kn�nUn�1 ¼ �Mn�nRn�3ð €Ug þ €UbÞ3�1 ð6Þ

in which n is three times the number of floors (excluding base), M is the superstructure
mass matrix, C is the superstructure damping matrix in the fixed-base case, K is the
superstructure stiffness matrix in the fixed-base case and R is the matrix of earthquake influence
coefficients, i.e. the matrix of displacements and rotation at the center of mass of the
floors resulting from a unit translation in the x and y directions and unit rotation at the center
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of mass of the base. Furthermore, €U, _U and U represent the floor acceleration, velocity
and displacement vectors relative to the base, €Ub is the vector of base acceleration relative to the
ground and €Ug is the vector of ground acceleration. The equations of motion for the base are as
follows:

RT
3�nMn�n½ð €UÞn�1 þ Rn�3ð €Ugþ €UbÞ3�1�n�1þMb3�3 ð €Ugþ €UbÞ3�1 þ Cb3�3

_Ub3�1þKb3�3Ub3�1 þ f3�1 ¼ 0 ð7Þ

in which Mb is the diagonal mass matrix of the rigid base, Cb is the resultant damping matrix of
viscous isolation elements, Kb is the resultant stiffness matrix of elastic isolation elements and f

is the vector containing the nonlinear bearing and device forces and control forces. Equation (6)
can be reformulated in the modal domain and the fixed-base frequencies, damping ratios and
modes can be used for modeling the superstructure [27]. Using X ¼ fUT UT

b
_U
T _U

T

bg
T, the

state space equations can be formulated as

_XðtÞ ¼ AXðtÞ þ BuðtÞ þ E €UgðtÞ ¼ gðX; u; €UgÞ ð8Þ

Figure 3. The displacement coordinates used to formulate the equations of motion.
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In the above equations, A, B and E are condensed system matrices having 54 states derived from
the full three-dimensional finite element model. Equation (8) is solved using unconditionally
stable Newmark’s constant-average acceleration method, which can also be derived from
trapezoidal rule given by

Xkþ1 ¼ Xk þ
Dt
2
ðgk þ gkþ1Þ ð12Þ

where gkþ1 ¼ gðXkþ1; ukþ1; €Ugðkþ1Þ Þ. This method is implicit, needing iteration. The nonlinear
forces in the isolation bearings, devices and control forces are updated by solving Equations
(1)–(5) using the unconditionally stable semi-implicit Runge–Kutta method suitable for
solutions of stiff differential equations. Then Equation (8) is re-solved using an iterative
predictor–corrector solution procedure [27] until equilibrium of nonlinear forces is reached
within specified tolerance and convergence is achieved. The nonlinear analysis program is
implemented as an S-function, written in C programing language, within the SIMULINK [28]
environment.

4. MATLAB IMPLEMENTATION

The analysis program comprises of input data files, a file to read and assemble the
required matrices for input into the nonlinear dynamic analysis block, which is a
SIMULINK-based S-function program. Additional inputs to the nonlinear analysis block
are the seismic excitation and the control forces provided by the control devices. All
the sensor and control devices can be modeled in this program as SIMULINK blocks
and the outputs of these models fed into the analysis S-function block. The benchmark
study participants are to define the type, the appropriate model and the location of the
sensor(s), the control devices and the control algorithms. The analysis program will
remain invariant to the various control strategies developed and implemented. The
various control strategies can be compared with one another by having the model
and evaluation criteria common to all controllers. The control devices, sensor devices
and the control algorithms can be interfaced to the structural evaluation model
though measurement and device connection outputs. The evaluation outputs are used
for the calculation of performance indices. Detailed discussion of the numerical implemen-
tation can be found in the Phase I benchmark definition paper by the authors [3] and
the SIMULINK model used for Phase II simulations (for the friction isolation system) is shown
in Figure 4.
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5. EVALUATION CRITERIA

A set of near-fault earthquake excitations are considered for evaluation purposes as shown in
Figure 5. The earthquakes used in this study are Newhall (1994 Northridge Earthquake,
Newhall county, fault-normal 3601 and fault-parallel 901), Sylmar (1994 Northridge Earth-
quake, Sylmar station, fault-normal 3601 and fault-parallel 901), El Centro (1994 Northridge
Earthquake, El Centro record, fault-normal and fault-parallel), Rinaldi (1994 Northridge
Earthquake, Rinaldi station, fault-normal 2281 and fault-parallel 3181), Kobe (1995, JMA
station, East–West and North–South components), Jiji (1999, station TCU 068, East–West and
North–South components) and Erzinkan (1992, 1719, Turkey, East–West and North–South
components). A set of nine performance indices, J1–J9, given in Table I are used to assess the
performance of the control designs [3]. The indices J1–J5 measure the peak values of base shear,
structural shear, base displacement, inter-story drift and floor accelerations, respectively. These
values are normalized by their respective uncontrolled values; ‘uncontrolled’ refers to the case
when there is no force feedback to the structure and the control device (active, passive or
semiactive) is disconnected from the structural system. The performance index J6 measures the
maximum control force developed in the device normalized with respect to the peak base shear.
The indices J7 and J8 measure the root mean square values of displacement and base
acceleration normalized by their uncontrolled values. The index J9 measures the energy
dissipated by the semiactive device as a percentage of the input excitation energy.

The main objective of the controller designs is to reduce the values of the performance
indices, especially J1–J8; lower values indicate better controller performance. However, lower
values of the index J6 may sometimes be indicative of lower base shears, in which case the
results must be interpreted accordingly. In the following discussion, a semiactive controller
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Figure 4. SIMULINK model used for Phase II simulations.
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Figure 5. Earthquakes used for the Phase II simulation study.

Table I. Performance indices.

Peak base shear� Peak structure shear� Peak base displacement�

J1¼max
t
kV0ðtÞk

max
t
kV̂0ðtÞk

J2¼max
t
kV1ðtÞk

max
t
kV̂1ðtÞk

J3¼max
t
kxbðtÞk

max
t
kx̂bðtÞk

Peak inter-story drift� Peak floor acceleration� Peak control force

J4¼max
t;f
kdf ðtÞk

max
t;f
kd̂f ðtÞk

J5¼max
t;f
kaf ðtÞk

max
t;f
kâf ðtÞk

J6¼max
t
kfd ðtÞk

max
t
kV̂0ðtÞk

RMS base displacement� RMS floor acceleration� Energy dissipated by devices

J7¼max
i
ksd ðtÞk

max
i
ksd̂ ðtÞk

J8¼max
f
ksaðtÞk

max
f
ksâðtÞk

J9¼½
R T

0
fd ðtÞ _xbðtÞdt�R T

0
hV0ðtÞ _UgðtÞi dt

�The denominator consists of the corresponding response quantity in the uncontrolled case. f ; floor, number, 1,y,8; t,
time, 0rtrT; /�S inner product; k � k vector magnitude; V0, V1, base and structural shears; xb, base displacement; df ,
inter-story; drift; af , floor acceration; sd and sa and RMS base displacement and floor acceleration; corresponding
response quantity in the uncontrolled case.
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using variable dampers is derived using a Lyapunov formulation to control the responses of the
friction isolation case and results are presented in terms of these performance indices.

6. SEMIACTIVE LYAPUNOV CONTROLLER FOR FRICTION ISOLATION SYSTEM

In order to illustrate the implementation of controllers for the friction-isolated benchmark
structure, a sample semiactive Lyapunov controller is presented. MR dampers are employed in
order to control the response of the structure. The Lyapunov semiactive control algorithm [16]
is developed based on energy principles for a general ground-excited spring–mass–dashpot
system with time-varying damping. The base-isolated structure behaves predominantly in its
first mode and the response characteristics are similar to the response of a single DOF system.
For such a vibration in its predominant mode, with system parameters consisting of mass m,
stiffness k and a time-varying damping c(t), the equations of motion can be written in state space
as follows:

_X ¼ AX � BcðtÞ _ur þ Bkug � Bfc ð13Þ

where

A ¼
0 1

�k
m

0

" #
ð14Þ

B ¼
0

1
m

( )
ð15Þ

X ¼
ua

_ua

( )
ð16Þ

In the above equations, ua and _ua denote the absolute displacement and the absolute velocity,
respectively, ur is the relative displacement, fc is the nonlinear isolation force and ug denotes the
ground displacement. A scalar Lyapunov function (V) is defined as

V ¼ 1
2
sTðXÞsðXÞ ð17Þ

where

sðXÞ ¼ PTX ¼ ½
ffiffiffi
k

p ffiffiffiffi
m

p
�

ua

_ua

( )
ð18Þ

where P is a constant vector.
Hence, the Lyapunov function V can now be written as

V ¼ 1
2
ku2a þ

ffiffiffi
k

p ffiffiffiffi
m

p
ua _ua þ 1

2
m _u2a ð19Þ

where the first term represents the total strain energy in the spring, second term represents the
dissipated energy and the third term represents the total kinetic energy.

Differentiating Equation (19), and substituting Equation (13), we get

_V ¼ sðXÞPTB _ur �cðtÞ þ
1

_ur
ð
ffiffiffi
k

p ffiffiffiffi
m

p
_ua � kur � fsÞ

� �
ð20Þ
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For _V to be negative, the following condition should be satisfied:

cðtÞ ¼
c2 or cmax ð

ffiffiffi
k

p
ua þ

ffiffiffiffi
m

p
_uaÞ _ur40

c1 or cmin ð
ffiffiffi
k

p
ua þ

ffiffiffiffi
m

p
_uaÞ _uro0

8<
: ð21Þ

Equation (21) can also be written as

cðtÞ ¼
c2 or cmax ðonua þ _uaÞ _ur40

c1 or cmin ðonua þ _uaÞ _uro0

(
ð22Þ

where on ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=m

p
, uaðtÞ is the absolute displacement and _urðtÞ is the relative velocity of the

structure. A total of 18 acceleration sensors are used for measurements: eight orthogonal pairs
of accelerometers at the eight device locations and two accelerometers to measure the ground
excitation in two directions. Note that the control switching laws in Equation (22) require
absolute velocity and absolute displacement in addition to the relative velocity. In the
benchmark programs, the relative velocity at the base is an admissible measurement. However,
the absolute velocities and displacements are obtained by using a filter that mimics an integrator
[8]. Details of the MR damper model and parameters have been presented elsewhere [8, 29]. For
the ensuing simulations, the value of on ¼ 2:1 rad=s is used corresponding to the natural period
of the linear isolated structure. Two centralized controllers operating independently in each
principal direction of the structure located at the center of mass of the base are utilized to
generate the controller command voltages. The controller command voltage so developed at the
center of mass in response to the structure responses is then used to switch the devices at all the
locations uniformly.

6.1. Results of the simulations

The results of the sample Lyapunov controller are presented in Tables II and III in terms of the
performance indices defined earlier. Since the sample controller is semiactive, for comparison
purposes, results when the semiactive device is set in its passive mode (maximum voltage to the
MR damper at all times) are presented in Tables IV and V, respectively. The performance
indices for the uncontrolled case (no semiactive devices at the isolation level) are presented in
Tables VI and VII.

Though the results presented in this paper are not intended to be competitive, it is useful to
briefly discuss the results and some of the issues regarding the control of nonlinear base-isolated
buildings. From the performance indices presented in Tables II and III, it is clear that the peak

Table II. Results for Lyapunov control-friction isolation (FP—x and FN—y).

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9

Newhall 1.02 0.93 0.70 1.20 1.16 0.29 0.56 1.36 0.44
Sylmar 0.99 1.02 0.75 1.13 1.56 0.24 0.58 1.33 0.47
El Centro 1.28 1.21 0.48 1.24 1.26 0.43 1.05 1.37 0.43
Rinaldi 0.95 0.92 0.80 1.02 1.73 0.27 0.75 1.53 0.44
Kobe 1.12 1.26 0.61 1.37 1.56 0.32 0.65 1.38 0.43
Jiji 0.85 0.86 0.72 0.95 1.30 0.17 0.71 1.61 0.33
Erzinkan 0.98 0.99 0.70 1.03 1.40 0.26 0.61 1.12 0.48
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Table III. Results for Lyapunov control-friction isolation (FN—x and FP—y).

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9

Newhall 1.02 0.89 0.72 1.11 1.28 0.29 0.56 1.31 0.44
Sylmar 1.00 1.04 0.79 0.92 1.62 0.23 0.59 1.19 0.47
El Centro 1.44 1.24 0.77 1.20 1.29 0.40 0.89 1.29 0.42
Rinaldi 0.92 0.88 0.76 0.93 1.34 0.30 0.79 1.85 0.44
Kobe 1.18 1.14 0.55 1.39 1.53 0.31 0.62 1.36 0.42
Jiji 0.86 0.87 0.71 0.90 0.95 0.17 0.68 1.13 0.34
Erzinkan 1.01 0.99 0.59 1.04 1.56 0.25 0.51 1.06 0.48

Table V. Results for passive MRD-friction isolation (FP—y and FN—x).

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9

Newhall 1.02 1.05 0.70 1.36 1.64 0.30 0.61 1.44 0.51
Sylmar 1.02 1.07 0.80 1.09 1.97 0.23 0.59 1.28 0.51
El Centro 1.46 1.51 0.52 1.51 1.45 0.41 1.11 1.40 0.56
Rinaldi 1.04 1.01 0.75 1.07 1.44 0.27 0.88 1.63 0.52
Kobe 1.19 1.29 0.57 1.70 1.74 0.33 0.75 1.53 0.50
Jiji 0.79 0.81 0.63 0.85 1.07 0.18 0.54 1.28 0.46
Erzinkan 1.10 1.02 0.64 1.05 1.46 0.24 0.58 1.16 0.53

Table IV. Results for passive MRD-friction isolation (FP—x and FN—y).

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9

Newhall 1.04 1.06 0.67 1.37 1.22 0.32 0.60 1.46 0.52
Sylmar 0.99 1.02 0.74 1.25 1.81 0.25 0.57 1.41 0.51
El Centro 1.43 1.38 0.45 1.68 1.34 0.39 1.19 1.46 0.56
Rinaldi 1.05 1.04 0.77 1.20 2.13 0.27 0.82 1.71 0.52
Kobe 1.12 1.43 0.61 1.69 1.78 0.35 0.70 1.55 0.50
Jiji 0.81 0.82 0.67 0.98 1.38 0.18 0.58 1.44 0.46
Erzinkan 1.04 1.07 0.74 1.15 1.66 0.25 0.68 1.28 0.52

Table VI. Uncontrolled response quantities for friction isolation system (FP—x and FN—y).

Newhall Sylmar El Centro Rinaldi Kobe Jiji Erzinkan

Peak base shear (norm. by W�) 0.170 0.245 0.083 0.228 0.140 0.424 0.220
Peak str. shear (norm. by W�) 0.151 0.213 0.086 0.199 0.110 0.352 0.180
Peak isolator deformation (m) 0.300 0.489 0.108 0.433 0.252 1.095 0.512
Peak I. S drift (norm. by h�) 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.003
Peak absolute acc. (g�) 0.572 0.355 0.402 0.338 0.360 0.478 0.270
RMS disp. (m) 0.071 0.124 0.023 0.084 0.050 0.166 0.151
RMS acc. (g�) 0.080 0.076 0.079 0.071 0.083 0.071 0.074

�W, weight of the structure (202 000kN); h, average story height (4.04m); g, acceleration due to gravity (9.81m/s2).
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base displacements (J3) are reduced considerably by the addition of control beyond
uncontrolled values. However, this reduction in the peak base displacements occurs at the
cost of increased superstructure accelerations reflected in the indices J1, J2 and J5, where many
response quantities are higher than one. However, the benefits of control are clearly evident if
the results in Tables II and III are compared with results of passive case in Tables IV and V. For
example, some performance indices for the passive case are greater than 2 (Table IV, Rinaldi—
J5). However, the results for the controlled case are lower than the passive case, while achieving
similar magnitude reductions in the base displacements (J3). These results clearly demonstrate
the need to design effective active and semiactive control strategies, as passive control alone may
not provide the necessary means to achieve the performance objectives in nonlinear base-
isolated buildings. Clearly, performance indices greater than one for the response quantities are
not desirable; it is emphasized that for the control schemes to be competitive, participants
should strive toward controller designs that yield relatively low values of the performance
indices.

Time-history results for Sylmar Earthquake are presented in Figure 6 for the controlled,
passive and uncontrolled cases. The response time histories of the roof acceleration, base
displacement and the control force are presented along with the force–displacement loops for
the total isolation level force (transformed to the center of mass of the base). The effects of
semiactive control are evident in Figure 6 where the base displacements for the passive and
controlled cases are significantly lower than the uncontrolled values, while the accelerations are
at or above their uncontrolled counterparts. The force–displacement characteristics for a typical
friction isolator and an MR damper located near the center of mass of the base are shown in
Figure 7 demonstrating the control action during periods of peak responses.

7. SAMPLE CONTROLLER FOR THE BILINEAR LRB ISOLATION SYSTEM

As noted earlier, the focus of Phase II effort is on friction and LRB isolation systems. The
sample controller for the friction isolation system has been presented in the earlier sections. For
the LRB isolation system, a Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller is designed for an
equivalent linear system such that the equivalent linear system and the nonlinear benchmark
system have similar response characteristics when controlled. An iterative procedure is
developed to satisfy a criterion that is based on the similarity of the forces associated with the
nonlinear elements in the linear and nonlinear systems. Results for the iterative procedure are

Table VII. Uncontrolled response quantities for friction isolation system (FP—y and FN—x).

Newhall Sylmar El Centro Rinaldi Kobe Jiji Erzinkan

Peak base shear (norm. by W�) 0.177 0.251 0.080 0.232 0.140 0.428 0.225
Peak str. shear (norm. by W�) 0.162 0.205 0.087 0.201 0.119 0.363 0.195
Peak isolator deformation (m) 0.292 0.495 0.085 0.428 0.281 1.188 0.563
Peak I. S drift (norm. by h�) 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.005 0.003
Peak absolute acc. (g�) 0.464 0.434 0.375 0.377 0.368 0.493 0.319
RMS disp. (m) 0.068 0.133 0.020 0.084 0.051 0.182 0.168
RMS acc. (g�) 0.081 0.079 0.079 0.068 0.082 0.076 0.082

�W, weight of the structure (202 000kN); h, average story height (4.04m); g, acceleration due to gravity (9.81m/s2).
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given for several earthquakes and, based on these results, the final LQG controller and the
corresponding equivalent linear structure parameters are presented [9]. The participants for the
Phase II study are referred to a separate study for the details [9].

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a sample controller for the Phase II smart nonlinear base isolation
benchmark problem for the friction isolation system is presented. While the primary
focus of the first phase was on linear isolation system and linear controllers, the main objective
of the Phase II of the benchmark is on nonlinear isolation systems. Specifically,
friction pendulum and hysteretic LRBs are considered in the Phase II study. As with the
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Figure 6. Results of Lyapunov controller for Sylmar Earthquake—response time histories of roof
accelerations, MRD force commanded by the controller at the CM of the base and total isolation force at
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Phase I, the superstructure remains linear. The programs developed and distributed
to the participants of this study have the flexibility to incorporate a host of active,
passive and semiactive devices at the isolation level. A Lyapunov semiactive controller is
developed for the friction isolation system with time-varying damping. The results
of the simulation study are presented in the form of a set of performance indices. The
need for effective controllers and some of the performance issues with the semiactive control
of nonlinear base-isolated buildings was demonstrated. The control design presented
in this study is intended to be an aid for the benchmark problem participants to design
nonlinear controllers; it is expected that results can be improved further by designing more
effective controllers.
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